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1 Ton 12v Electric Lift

Canrun RV Products Co., Ltd., is currently

the largest 1 Ton 12v Electric Lift supplier

and manufacturer of RV and Yacht

accessories. In China. Over the years, we

have been focusing on research and

development of RV and Yacht accessories.

We insist on our own characteristics, be

brave in innovation, and strive for ingenious

product structure, multi-functionality, and

convenient use. Welcome overseas

customers to come to negotiate business.

Product Description

1 Ton 12v Electric Lift is the simplest lifting equipment with a lifting height of less than 1m.
It uses a steel jack as a working device, and lifts the light and small lifts of heavy objects
within the stroke through the top bracket or the bottom bracket. heavy equipment. Divided
into mechanical and hydraulic types, jacks are mainly used in factories, mines,
transportation and other departments as vehicle repairs and other lifting and support work.
Its structure is light, strong, flexible and reliable, and can be carried and operated by one
person. 1 Ton 12v Electric Lift as a wide range tool is cast with the highest quality
materials to guarantee the quality and longevity of the product.

Product Parameter (Specification) of the 1 Ton 12v Electric Lift

1 Ton 12v Electric Lift is the simplest lifting equipment with a lifting height of less than 1m.
It uses a steel jack as a working device, and lifts the light and small lifts of heavy objects
within the stroke through the top bracket or the bottom bracket. heavy equipment. Divided
into mechanical and hydraulic types, jacks are mainly used in factories, mines,
transportation and other departments as vehicle repairs and other lifting and support work.
Its structure is light, strong, flexible and reliable, and can be carried and operated by one
person. 1 Ton 12v Electric Lift as a wide range tool is cast with the highest quality
materials to guarantee the quality and longevity of the product.

Product Parameter (Specification) of the 1 Ton 12v Electric Lift

Model CR-LY4006

Journey 75MM/100MM

Voltage 12V
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Single Leg Weight 2000IBS

Four Legs Capacity 4000IBS

Maximum Load 1 ton

Product Feature and Application of the 1 Ton 12v Electric Lift

1 Ton 12v Electric Lift is the lightest weight system with two legs and a controller to
support and lift a light SUV. Aluminum outer tube legs to minimize the weight of the
system; the small controller can be installed anywhere in the car, which is convenient for
customers to operate; the simple-to-operate controller, the two legs can be operated
one-to-one at the same time, and the legs can be rotated when stowed , with leveling
function.

Product details of the 1 Ton 12v Electric Lift

Feature detail：Control panel
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Company Profile

CANRUN RV Accessories and outdoor products company is the biggest manufacturer of
China RV parts and outdoor products industry. Canrun (Ningbo) RV Products Co., Ltd. is
a joint venture that operated founded in October 2019 with Registered capital 67.8 million
RMB and is the largest industry alliance of RV parts and outdoor products in China.

Our company specializes in R&D and production of RV related accessories, such as RV
sinks, ladders, inverters, toilets, and RV acrylic shower products. We are committed to
bringing high-quality RV accessories related products to our customers.

We have our own manufacturing factories. It is mainly divided into six factories, which are
respectively: RV carriage production factory, RV kitchen and bathroom accessories
production factory, inverter, emergency power supply and solar energy production factory,
RV ladder production factory, yacht accessories production factory and the power lifting
gate and display device of over loaded vehicle factory.

CANRUN RV will also give full play to the production and sales advantages of each
franchised enterprise, build a first-class worldwide e-commerce platform for RV
accessories and outdoor products with the help of Internet technology, and let overseas
customers also know more about our products. We will provide you with cost-effective and
high-quality products.

Ningbo is located in the economic core area of the Yangtze River Golden Triangle, and it
is a port city full of vitality. Our company is located in Ningbo. First, relying on the
advantages of the port, it will speed up the logistics; second, most of the
production-oriented enterprises of RV parts and outdoor products in China are
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concentrated in the Yangtze River Golden Triangle region, which is convenient for
communication with global customers.

Canrun (Ningbo) is waiting for your visit, all businessmen in China and abroad!

Warehouse

Sink Processing Department
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RV Accessories Factory

Production equipment strength
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6.FAQ

Q1: What’s your main products?
A1: We supply various of yacht accessories, RV accessories, boat accessories, train
accessories and motor homes accessories, like kitchen sinks, stoves, bathroom sets,
power supply, lamps, locks, sliding rails, RV toilet and refrigerator, RV doors and windows,
tent and awnings, bike carriers and folding tables.

Q2: What is the trading term?
A2: T/T, ALIPAY, PAYPAL...

Q3: Do you have your own factory
A3: Yes, we have our own manufacturing factories. It is mainly divided into six factories,
which are respectively: RV carriage production factory, RV kitchen and bathroom
accessories production factory, inverter, emergency power supply and solar energy
production factory, RV ladder production factory, yacht accessories production factory
and the power lifting gate and display device of over loaded vehicle factory.

Q4: Is OEM acceptable?
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A4: Yes, our products in strict accordance with CE, E-mark, UL, Gs, SAA international
certification standards organization production, many years of OEM export experience
and mature technical advantages to ensure that products in industry in a leading position.

Q5: Can you customize for new items?
A5: Yes, customization is available for many new items because we have many
equipment and engineers in factory.

Q6: How fast is your shipment?
A6: We will ship goods out once got payment.
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